Data security is a major challenge today. To protect data in the Internet or in private networks many measures exist. The most important security layer is the use of encryption standard to protect information from eavesdropper. Today many encryption standards exist failing in two categories: symmetric and asymmetric key algorithms. In this work Secure And Fast Encryption Routine (SAFER+) standard is implemented using MATLAB. The development in computer programming techniques and languages offers a good opportunity of the software implementation of encryption standards with moderate cost and good performance. MATLAB can be considered today as the first engineering programming language with powerful mathematical function and reliable programming procedures.
with existing encryption algorithms proves the superiority of this algorithm in VLSI implementation in Bluetooth devices [8] , [9] [10] . The technical values of SAFER+ are not limited to the hardware implementation and to the Bluetooth communication protection, but can be spreading to others areas [2] . In [11] , a software evaluation of SAFER+ is implemented where its performances are evaluated based on the efficiency of the algorithm. In this paper a software platform is developed based on the implementation of SAFER+ cipher system on MATLAB with 128-bits key length. This platform can be used for data encryption from personal use to small institution. Results of the implementation show good performances in encryption of data in general. An innovative programming procedure is presented for the implementation of nonlinear functions which are the most difficult step of programming implementation. This paper is organized as follows. The module structures of SAFER+ are described in Section II. The software implementation of the algorithm and results discussion is presented in Section III. Finally in section IV a conclusion of the work is given.
II. SAFER+ ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION PROCEDURES
The encryption system is composed by three different modules: the encryption, decryption and the keys schedules modules. Each module is a combination of several logic functions with two nonlinear functions based on logarithm and exponential computation. 
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SAFER+ ENCRYPTION METHOD
SAFER+ is a block cipher system which encrypts (decrypts) a block of 128 bits data at a time, using a key of 128 bits length (can also be of length 192 or 256 bytes). Input data (Plain text) is subject to a number of encryption rounds (R) giving encrypted output data. R is related to the keys length as: R = 8 rounds if key length =128 bits (16 bytes), R = 12 rounds if key length =192 bits (24 bytes), R = 16 rounds if key length =256 bits (32 bytes).
For the three cases the input plaintext is grouped into 128 bits blocks. In this work the cipher system with 128 bits key length is implemented because other options (192 or 256 bits key length) are found with certain key feebleness [12] . Fig. 1 presents the principals of SAFER+ algorithm mechanism.
KEYS SCHEDULE
Algorithm users own the 128 bits (16-bytes) principal key ( ), from what a number of (16) other keys ( ) are generated using key schedule module with 128 bits length for each key. Two keys are used for each round and the last key ( ) is used for the output transformer. The key schedule module uses sample arithmetic and logic functions like bit rotation, bitby-bit exclusive-or of bytes, modulo 256 addition of bytes, and byte selection process.
The key schedule for the 16 bytes input key is exposed in Fig. 2 . The 16 sub keys ( ) are computed in the following manner. The user secret key itself is used as the first sub key (K 1 ) and is also loaded into the first 16 byte positions of a 17-byte key register (KB 1 to KB 16 ). The last byte position of this register (KB 17 ) is then loaded with the bit-by-bit modulo two, sum of the 16 bytes of the user selected key. Each byte of the key register is then rotated leftwards by three bits positions. The second sub key K 2 is then calculated as modulo 256 -sum of the bytes of 16-byte bias word (B 2 ) with the bytes number KB 2 
ENCRYPTION PROCEDURE
SAFER+ is a symmetric block cipher standard. Fig. 3 shows SAFER+ encryption structure where the input is the plaintext block of 16-bytes (PT 1 …PT 16 ). 17 Sub key produced by the key schedule (each sub key of 16 bytes length) are used in the encryption rounds as two keys for each round. Round (i) uses key K 2i-1 and K 2i . K 17 is used for the output transformation as bit-by-bit exclusive-or and modulo 256 byte addition. The 16-byte input data of round (i) (RT 1 …RT 16 ) are bit-by-bit XOR, and modulo 256 addition of bytes with the key K 2i-1 . Bytes 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, and 16 of round input data and round sub-key K 2i-1 are added together bit-by-bit modulo two. Other bytes are added together modulo 256.
The results are then fed to a nonlinear layer. The value (x) of byte (j) is converted to (45 x mod 257) for j = 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, and 16 (with the Convention that when x = 128, then 45 128 mod 257 = 256 is represented by a 0). The value (x) of byte (j) is converted to log 45 (x) for j = 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, and 15 (with convention that when x = 0, then log 45 (0) = 128). The output of the nonlinear layer is then subjected to the same addition and XOR operation similar to the first block with key K 2i but with opposite order as shown in figure 4 . At the end of round (i), matrix multiplication is used. The 16 bytes are multiplied by matrix (M) in mod 256 arithmetic. M is a 16 × 16 predefined matrix given as fixed input. M is used in the encryption process while is used in the decryption process. At the end of round (8) 
DECRYPTION PROCEDURES
The decryption module has the reverse process that used in encryption module. The encrypted data is injected to the input transformation where key K 17 is used. The input transformation uses the same functions of the output transformation but with modulo 256 subtraction of bytes instead of bytes addition as in Fig. 3 . Decryption round, mathematical functions are simply the inverse operations from the encryption round. The first operation is a multiplication of input data (here encrypted data) by the matrix which is modulo 256 inverse of M. The round sub-key ( ) is then "subtracted" from the input round cipher text (x) in the manner that the round sub key bytes 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, and 16 are subtracted modulo 256 from the corresponding bytes of (x) while round sub key bytes 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, and 15 are added bitby bit modulo 2 to the corresponding bytes of (x). The resulting bytes are directed to the non linear stage with log 45 (x) and as in the encryption process but with reverse order of log and exponential. The round sub-key ( is then subtracted from the 16-bytes result in the reverse manner of the previous subtraction stage.
III. MATLAB IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The algorithm implementation is achieved; many case studies are used to evaluate the performance of the encryption routine. SAFER+ is a block symmetric key encryption algorithm which can encrypt (decrypt) data of any kinds as images, video, numerical data, or speech. The fact that the algorithm is proved to be a fast routine presents the possibility to encrypt data in real time. The software implementation of SAFER+ requires a high performances computer for running the algorithm in real time conditions. Encryption, Decryption, and sub-keys production modules have to calculate some values many times during the program execution. To avoid the repetition at every step, calculations are done once; results are stored, called when needed in the program. These sub-programs are conversion of binary to decimal, decimal to binary, logarithmic function, exponential function, and bias matrix (B). 
Implementation of Logic Functions
Logarithmic and Exponential Functions
The most difficult programming step in SAFER+ is the implementation of nonlinear functions which are here the exponential and logarithmic functions. These functions are defined as: Exponential function:
Logarithmic function:
The difficulty of implementing exponential function comes from the fact that can be a huge number impossible for MATLAB and other programming tools to handle it. The power of the number 45 gives a very large value for ( ) where the output cannot calculated directly. A sub program is developed in this work to overcome the limitation of MATLAB to handle big numbers as presented in figure (5) . Three cases are present in this procedure:
, then is computed directly using (4) 3-if put ,
, then
Logarithmic function given (5) is the inverse function of the exponential given in (4). The above is used to calculate , for one time, stored in a one row matrix to be used by the program.
Image Encryption/Decryption
The implemented algorithm can be used for images encryption by following these steps:  Read and convert the image into a threedimensional matrix with each element value ranging from 0 to 255. value to get a total elements number that can be divided by (16) which is encrypted block size.
The added elements will be removed after decryption and before the regeneration of the original images.  Convert data into two-dimensional matrix with number of columns equal to (16). One row of (16) elements is encrypted at a time presenting one block.  At the receiver side the reverse operations are implemented to regenerate the original messages. At the receiver side the original message is regenerated by the decryption and key schedule modules and using the same principal key: Regenerated message: 179-166-219-60-135-12-62-153-36-94-13-28 6-183-71-222.
Results of Implemented Algorithm
In the case of image or any other primitive data, first data must be grouped into 16-byte blocks as explained in (3.3), and then presented at the encryption module input. Fig. 6 -a presents image (A) to be encrypted. Fig. 6 -b, the same image after encryption is represented, and looks as a pure undefined noise. Fig. 6 -c the original image after the application of decryption module with the appropriate principal key is regenerated. If another key is used or just on bit error in the principal key the image cannot be regenerated and still appearing as noise as in fig. 6 -d. 
IV. CONCLUSION
SAFER+ presents an encryption decryption algorithm with good hardware software implementation. An encryption decryption platform is implemented by SAFER+ using MATLAB. This platform can be used for data encryption from personal use or for small institution with insignificant cost. Results of the implementation show a good performance in encryption of pictures and data in general. The speed of SAFER+ routine presents an opportunity to use it for the encryption of all type of data.
